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1. Injury Level: Black - Fatal 
2. Aircraft/Operated By: CC130321 
3. Aircraft Ownership: 435 SQN / 17 WING / 3435 / 
4. A.  Location: - SAVILLE FARM CAMP WAINWRIGHT - 
Latitude: N52-45 
Longitude: W011-8 
4. B.  Date/Time: 221646Z JUL 1993 
4. C.  Phase of Flight: LOAD/UNLOADING - AIRBORNE CARGO DROP, PARA DROP 
5. Damage Level: Destroyed / missing 
6. Personnel Injured: , AIRCREW, Black - Fatal 
, AIRCREW, Black - Fatal 
, AIRCREW, Black - Fatal 
, AIRCREW, Black - Fatal 
, AIRCREW, Black - Fatal 
, AIRCREW, Yellow - Serious 
, AIRCREW, Green - Minor 
, AIRCREW, Green - Minor 
, AIRCREW, Green - Minor 
7. Mission Type: TRANSPORT AND COMMUNICATIONS, TALEX (INCLUDES HELOS) 
8. Description: CC130321 was conducting a Low Altitude Parachute Extraction System (LAPES) demonstration flight in support of 

the Drop Zone Controller course from the Canadian Airborne Centre (CABC).  A 12,000 pound load of cement-filled barrels was to 
be dropped at the Camp Wainwright "Saville Farm" extraction zone (EZ), which had been prepared for the drop by the CABC course 

members.  After takeoff from CFB Edmonton, a simulated LAPES profile was flown to the local airfield EZ. The aircraft then 

proceeded to Camp Wainwright to conduct the demonstration LAPES drop. Approaching the EZ, the drogue chute was deployed at 
200 feet Above Ground Level (AGL) and the aircraft commenced its descent to extraction height, which is ideally five to ten feet 

AGL. The aircraft struck the ground, bounced and slid for approximately 900 feet before contacting a berm which crossed the axis 
of the drop zone. The aircraft broke into three parts and came to rest approximately 1200 feet from the point of initial impact. Five 

of the nine crew members sustained fatal injuries in the crash.  
 

13. Flight/Ground Conditions: CONTACT - VISUAL FLIGHT  VFR/VMC (GROUND REFERENCES) 
14. Light/Weather Conditions: BRIGHT DAY, GOOD VFR 
15. Alighting Conditions: UNPREPARED, ROUGH UNPREPARED SURFACE (TREES/DITCHES ETC) 
16. Aircrew Information:  ; Time on Duty Last 48 Hrs: 0 hrs, Day of Occurrence: 1 hrs; Flying Hours Last 48 hrs:  hrs; Past 30 Days:  
hrs; Total on Type:  hrs; Grand total:  hrs. 
 ; Time on Duty Last 48 Hrs: 0 hrs, Day of Occurrence: 1 hrs; Flying Hours Last 48 hrs:  hrs; Past 30 Days:  hrs; Total on Type:  

hrs; Grand total:  hrs. 
 ; Time on Duty Last 48 Hrs:  hrs, Day of Occurrence:  hrs; Flying Hours Last 48 hrs:  hrs; Past 30 Days:  hrs; Total on Type:  hrs; 

Grand total:  hrs. 
 ; Time on Duty Last 48 Hrs:  hrs, Day of Occurrence:  hrs; Flying Hours Last 48 hrs:  hrs; Past 30 Days:  hrs; Total on Type:  hrs; 

Grand total:  hrs. 
 ; Time on Duty Last 48 Hrs:  hrs, Day of Occurrence:  hrs; Flying Hours Last 48 hrs:  hrs; Past 30 Days:  hrs; Total on Type:  hrs; 

Grand total:  hrs. 



 ; Time on Duty Last 48 Hrs:  hrs, Day of Occurrence:  hrs; Flying Hours Last 48 hrs:  hrs; Past 30 Days:  hrs; Total on Type:  hrs; 
Grand total:  hrs. 
 ; Time on Duty Last 48 Hrs:  hrs, Day of Occurrence:  hrs; Flying Hours Last 48 hrs:  hrs; Past 30 Days:  hrs; Total on Type:  hrs; 

Grand total:  hrs. 
 ; Time on Duty Last 48 Hrs:  hrs, Day of Occurrence:  hrs; Flying Hours Last 48 hrs:  hrs; Past 30 Days:  hrs; Total on Type:  hrs; 

Grand total:  hrs. 
 ; Time on Duty Last 48 Hrs:  hrs, Day of Occurrence:  hrs; Flying Hours Last 48 hrs:  hrs; Past 30 Days:  hrs; Total on Type:  hrs; 

Grand total:  hrs. 
22. A. Investigation: The flight was authorized and conducted in accordance with all applicable orders. All evidence indicates that 

the aircraft was serviceable until the moment of impact.  One of the mission objectives was to requalify two pilots and a Flight 

Engineer (FE) whose Tactical Airlift (TAL) currency had lapsed. The left-seat pilot had recently returned from a five-month course 
and had flown only 15 hours in the previous six months. He had recently flown a right-seat LAPES mission but had not flown a left-

seat LAPES mission in over a year. The co-pilot, who was qualified for right-seat LAPES drops only, had last flown a LAPES drop six 
months prior to the accident. The FE's TAL currency had lapsed and he was being monitored by an FE who, despite being TAL-

current, had not flown a LAPES mission in over a year.  During the flight the Aircraft Commander (AC) stood behind the pilot, the 

supervising FE stood behind the FE, and the navigator stood behind and to the right of the co-pilot. In the cargo compartment, one 
loadmaster was beside the Flight station 245 bulkhead. The exact position of the second loadmaster and the on-board CABC 

observer was not established.  In accordance with standard procedures, the LAPES run was videotaped from the ground by CABC 
staff. Coincidentally, a CABC student also photographed the run using a motorized still camera. This photographic evidence, 

combined with testimony from the survivors and data from the Flight Data Recorder (FDR) and Cockpit Voice Recorder (CVR), 
enabled the investigators to recreate the final seconds of the flight.  The aircraft was on time as it approached the EZ at 200 feet 

AGL. Although there was initial difficulty establishing radio contact with range control, the EZ was sighted relatively easily. The "15 

seconds" call  at which point the drogue chute is normally deployed and descent commenced was not made until 8.5 seconds before 
impact. At 4.6 seconds prior to impact, the aircraft height was still in excess of 190 feet. Thus the average descent rate from 190 ft 

AGL until impact was approximately 2400 feet per  
minute. At times, the rate of descent exceeded 3000 feet per minute.  The co-pilot initiated load extraction as the aircraft passed 

over the "release panels". The survivors recall the aircraft being higher than normal over the release panels and the FDR recorded a 

10.5 degree nose-down pitch attitude at that point. This steep profile was maintained until an aggressive flare was attempted just 
above the ground. By then, however, impact with the ground was unavoidable.  The aircraft attitude as it struck the ground was 

approximately eight degrees nose-up. Impact occurred just as the load was traversing the ramp. Ground contact drove the ramp 
and the load upwards, causing severe damage to the aft fuselage and severing the elevator cables.  After the first impact, the 

aircraft bounced and travelled approximately 250 feet before touching down violently on the nose section. The aircraft then slid 

along the flat sandy terrain for approximately 600 feet, contacted a berm, then broke into three main sections; the cockpit and the 
main fuselage came to rest inverted while the tail section was catapulted over the remainder of the structure.  Three of the four 

survivors were standing at the time of impact. Only one of the survivors was seriously injured. Three of the fatalities had been in 
the cargo compartment; the remaining two had been at the flight controls.  Number one propeller punctured the left wing and 

approximately 7000 pounds of fuel spilled onto the ground. A small fire occurred on the right wing in the vicinity of number four 
engine and the right external tank. This fire continued to burn until it was extinguished by local fire fighters approximately 25 

minutes after the accident.  Initial crash response was by CABC staff and two medical assistants who were present for a personnel 

parachute drop scheduled later in the morning. A Canadian and a British doctor arrived to treat survivors and later used British 
Gazelle helicopters to air-evacuate them to hospital in Edmonton.  
  
Analysis 
The aircraft commander (AC) had originally been scheduled to fly the mission but elected to use the flight to requalify two pilots 

whose TAL currency had lapsed.  ATGHQ staff had been consulted and concurred with this Plan.  Air Command and ATG regulations 
allowed both pilot seats to be occupied by non-current pilots, providing they were closely supervised by an on-board training or 

standards officer.  Knowing that the pilot had recently returned to flying status after a lengthy layoff, the AC required him to fly a 
simulated LAPES drop on the Namao airfield EZ before  
departure for Camp Wainwright. The p1lot's handling of the simulated drop convinced the AC that he could safely execute the 

LAPES drop.  The "15 seconds" call alerts the crew that final  
\descent is about to commence. It also prompts the left-seat pilot to call for deployment of the drogue chute. In this instance, 

however, both the descent and drogue deployment were delayed until after the late "15 seconds" call. The pilot further delayed 
descent until a "good drogue" call was subsequently made by the loadmaster. The pilot was then faced with the option of 

attempting a very steep approach or aborting the pass. He elected to descend steeply and continued beyond the point where 

recovery was possible.  During the final segment of the flight, the AC's  
attention was focused on the co-pilot, who was experiencing difficulty in contacting range control and then was late with the "1.5 

seconds" call. By the time the AC refocused on the pilot and the position of the aircraft, impact was imminent.  Weather was not a 
factor in the accident. Response by fire and rescue personnel was excellent. Despite 7000 pounds of spilled fuel and a small but 

persistent fire near the opposite wing, there was no serious post-crash fire.  This can be attributed to the integrity of the right wing 
fuel tanks and the exceptionally moist soil conditions. There is little question that a serious fire would have prevented the escape of 

the four survivors from the wreckage.  
 
23. Cause Factors: PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT/GHQ INFORMATION/COMMUNICATION Inadequate directives existed governing 



crew composition and responsibilities for LAPES flights with non-current aircrew. 
PERSONNEL PILOT (32A) CHANNELIZED ATTENTION The Aircraft Commander was preoccupied with the co-pilot's actions during a 

critical phase of flight. 
PERSONNEL PILOT (32A) JUDGEMENT Despite the lapsed currency of the two pilots, the Aircraft Commander elected not to occupy 
the right seat and thus was not in a position to recognize and correct a hazardous situation. 
PERSONNEL PILOT (32A) JUDGEMENT The pilot commenced descent for the LAPES drop despite being well above a normal profile. 
PERSONNEL PILOT (32A) PRESSING Despite excessive height over the release panels, the pilot attempted to achieve normal height 

for load extraction. 
24. Preventive Measures: (SEE DETAILED DESCRIPTION - 1)  A THOROUGH REVIEW OF THE OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENT FOR 

THE LAPES DELIVERY CAPABILITY WAS COMPLETED EARLIER THIS YEAR.  BASED ON THE RISKS ASSOCIATED WITH LAPES AND 

ITS LIMITED OPERATIONAL USE, IT WAS DECIDED TO DISCONTINUE  LAPES TRAINING AND OPERATIONS.  TAL MANUALS ARE 
BEING REVISED TO REFLECT THE DISCONTINUATION OF LAPES. 
(SEE DETAILED DESCRIPTION - 2)  IF AND WHEN LAPES OPERATIONS ARE RESUMED, DIRECTIVES ARE TO BE AMENDED TO 
STIPULATE THAT A PILOT WHOSE LAPES CURRENCY HAS LAPSED MAY ONLY FLY LAPES MISSIONS WITH A DESIGNATED (AND 

LAPES CURRENT) TRAINING OR STANDARDS PILOT IN THE OTHER PILOT SEAT. 


